Case Study: Who is not buying my top product lines
Problem:
A customer of ours knew that his top 20 lines represented 75-80% of his total sales. He had a hunch
that some of his better customers were not purchasing a few of these top 20 product lines, but he had
a very difficult time creating a single report that could show him the data to prove or disprove his
hunch.
He could get reports that showed sales for his top product lines, or of a single product line’s sales by
customer, or of all product lines sales for a single customer, but he had no easy way to combine any
of this data except to cut and paste it from each of the individual reports. Combining these reports
was a frustrating, tedious process.

The Solution:
AutoCube, we were able to build him a report in just a few minutes.
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First, we identified his top 20 lines based
upon a certain time period of sales data. For
this exercise we used 1 full year of product
line sales data and sorted it in descending
order.
As you can see, their top selling line is
Wagner braking products (WAB), followed
by other familiar lines like Cardone (CAR),
Monroe (MON), and Goodyear (GOO) among
others.
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Next, we want to analyze one of the lines, in this case
Wagner (WAB). We grouped all of the other lines except
WAB in one group and left WAB in its own group. This
allows us to see the Wagner sales as opposed to the sales
of all other lines as well as the overall total sales. We
then added the Customers to the mix and sorted by
descending overall total sales.
Right away we can see that the first two customers on
this list stick out, especially when compared to the next 4
or 5 customers. These first two customers each
purchased over $110K in parts but less than $3K of their
individual totals was WAB.
Since they obviously purchased braking parts (WAB)
during the time period the low dollar amount raises
some questions. Could these customers be buying
another line of braking parts from a competitor, or is
there is some other reason for the low purchase amount
of WAB?
Our customer can now have his salesperson talk to these
customers to see if there is an opportunity to increase
their sales of braking parts.

